Crown Field Support Engineering

Issue Date: 6-MAY-2014
Ref. No: STB CSMA #0001
Subject: Selecting Input Routing

Applicability: The following instructions will explain how to route inputs on the CSMA mixer amplifier to both output channels on the two channel version mixer amps.

Note: Default out of the box, inputs 1 through 4 are routed to AMP 1 output and inputs 5 through 8 are routed to AMP 2 output.

Step 1: Plug your audio source into the desired input channel. (For purposes of this note we will refer to input#1)

Step 2: Input #1 is automatically routed to AMP 1 output. Select the appropriate dipswitch to route Input #1 to AMP 2 output. This would be dip switch #1 as labeled on the back panel.
Step 3: Input #1 will now play on both AMP channel outputs and each output will maintain independent level control.

Step 4: Inputs 5 to 8 are set out of the box to only pass out AMP 2 output. To have any of these inputs also pass out AMP 1 output, dip switches 7 to 10 will route those inputs to AMP 1 output. Just flip the appropriate switch to the ON position and that input will also pass to AMP 1 output.